Variability of the wind-driven rain effect on
soil erosion in different landscapes
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 explicitly measure soil detachment rates of winddriven rain in relation to windless rain to assess
its relevance for soil erosion in environments
with different complexity in soil characteristics.
 assess, which parameters have the biggest
influence on wind-driven rain erosion
(e.g. slope inclination, land use, surface conditions,
substrate texture…). (only some could be shown on this poster)
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The objectives of this study were, therefore, to
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Recent laboratory investigations on wind-driven rain showed that wind modifies
the characteristics of falling raindrops in many ways. Most importantly,
- the impact angles and impact frequencies as well as
- the drop velocities and drop sizes are modified ( kinetic energy).
Consequently, the results indicate that erosion rates increase under the
influence of wind.
However, these experiments were mostly accomplished on highly disturbed
loose substrates, which cannot reflect the complexity of natural soils. Therefore,
field experiments on different sites with varying soil type, slope angle, surface
roughness, and soil characteristics were accomplished to explicitly investigate
the relevance and variability of wind-driven rain for soil erosion.
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Denmark
(Not visible)

Spain

Glacial till sediment
Freshly harrowed surface
Loamy sand
Loosely aggregated surface
Slope 6-14°

Foulum

Pliocene marls
Fallow/abandoned land
Silty loam
Crusted surface
Slope 4-8°

Ries et al. under review

Spain – highly complex
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Artificial sandfill, cultivated
Prepared flat surface
Fine sand
Loose sand grains
Slope 0-1°

Sediment yield by erosion experiment at different sites.
(R1-R2-WR is one set of consecutive test runs on one plot; Letters indicate plot location WAG =
Wageningen, Fou = Foulum, FRE = Freila, SAL = Salada, NEG = Negratin; numbers are year of experiment)

Low complex soil characteristics

1) Artificial sand bed, Wageningen University’s
Willem Genet Tunnel, The Netherlands

Medium complex soil characteristics

Highly complex soil characteristics

2) Agricultural plots, near Foulum
Research Station, Denmark

3) Abandoned and agricultural land,
in southeast Spain

Methodology

Development contrary to basic assumption
Development according to basic assumption

 14 out of 18 sequences show an increase in sediment yield from windless to
wind-driven rain with highly variable differences (few gram up to 150 g m-2).
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Correlations between sediment yield and
relevant parameters.
(Colour of rings indicates the location of specific points)

 Apart from wind-driven rain no clear correlation could be found between the parameters
and sediment yield.

Conclusions

Portable Wind and Rainfall Simulator (PWRS)

Test Procedure

Sediment collection

Defined order of four consecutive test
runs to facilitate the separation of specific
influences by wind-driven rain and to
avoid systematic errors:

Fister et al. 2012

Characteristics: Plot size 4 m x 0.7 m; tunnel height 0.7 m;
4 nozzles type 460.608 from Lechler Comp.;
water pressure 0.4 bar; rainfall intensity 85-95 mm h-1;
applied wind velocity 7.5-8 m s-1;

1)
2)
3)
4)

Single wind (10 min)
Windless rain on dry soil (30 min)
Windless rain on moist soil (30 min)
Wind-driven rain on wet soil (30 min)

A 30 min break in between the test runs
allows for initial drainage of soil.

• The higher the complexity of the soil characteristics, the more differentiated is the effect of wind-driven rain
on soil erosion.
• No single parameter could be found that determines the importance of wind-driven rain on erosion rates.
The response of natural soils to (wind-driven) rainfall is highly complex and far from being well understood.
Better techniques to assess initial soil properties and further research in the field (establishing of “realistic”
boundary conditions) and laboratory (improvement of process understanding) is needed.

• Total sediment and runoff is
collected in 0.5 l bottles.
• After filling, bottles are emptied
into 10l buckets, time interval of
2.5 min per bucket.
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